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Universal Lighting Technologies Expands EVERLINE Family
with LED Round High Bay Luminaires
Nashville, Tenn. (Nov. 15, 2019) - Universal Lighting Technologies, Inc., a global leader in lighting
and a member of the Panasonic Group, recently introduced its EVERLINE LED Round High Bay
luminaires. The “UFO” style high bay luminaries are designed to meet requirements for commercial
applications where the ceiling height is higher than 20 feet (or 6 meters). Common applications for
this product include warehouses, gymnasiums, retail open ceilings, hangars, and factories.
“Switching from a traditional HID fixture to LED can significantly reduce energy costs, particularly
for high ceiling applications. Universal remains focused on providing a range of retrofit and
replacement solutions that save our customers time and money,” said Joseph Polt, Product Manager
at Universal Lighting Technologies. “These new round high bays are easy to install and suitable to
mount with chains or cables. At 50,000 rated hours, the luminaires are long lasting and virtually
maintenance free.”
The EVERLINE Round High Bay luminaires utilize EVERLINE LED Drivers with 0-10V dimming.
Available in high lumen outputs including 21,000 lumens and 28,000 lumens, the luminaires
provide power ranges between 150W and 200W, and operate at ambient temperatures between 40° and 50°C.
“The luminaire delivers light instantly without long warm up times experienced with HID fixtures
and is suitable to mount with chains or cables, making installation fast and convenient,” said Polt.
“Universal really makes it easy to switch to LED with everything you need from one supplier. From
the initial lighting audit and product solution to affordable and simple installation, we have made
the decision to switch to LED even easier with these new luminaires.”
The EVERLINE LED Round High Bay luminaires are UL classified for damp and dry locations, IP65
rated for covered outdoor use, and DesignLights Consortium® (DLC®) Qualified. Designed for
maximum durability, the product offers a five-year warranty.
To learn more about the EVERLINE LED Round High Bay or Universal Lighting Technologies, visit
www.unvlt.com.
About Universal Lighting Technologies, Inc.
Universal Lighting Technologies, Inc. a member of the Panasonic group and a subsidiary of
Panasonic Lighting Americas, Inc., engineers, manufactures and markets innovative solutions for
commercial lighting across North America, including LED drivers, LED modules, fluorescent, HID
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and connected devices using wired and wireless technology. Universal’s EVERLINE® LED retrofit
continuum provides a range of solutions for upgrading fluorescent to LED. With over 70 years of
experience, the company is recognized for its commitment to quality and customer service. Learn
more about Universal at www.unvlt.com. Like us on Facebook and follow us on LinkedIn and
Twitter.
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